Improved gene delivery to B lymphocytes using a modified adenovirus vector targeting CD21.
Gene transfer by adenoviruses, which are widely used for gene therapy, may provide an alternative approach to treatment of several hematopoietic malignancies. However, a major limitation of adenovirus 5-based gene therapy lies in the natural tropism of the virus for the widely expressed hCAR receptor. The efficacy of adenoviral vectors could be improved if viral vectors that exhibit tissue-specific gene delivery were developed. For efficient gene transfer it is essential that every step from binding of virus to target cells to transgene expression is successfully accomplished. We developed a specific vector targeting the CD21 receptor, by inserting a CD21 binding sequence, derived from the EBV GP350/220 protein, into the HI loop of the HAdV5 fiber protein. This vector, HAdV5-CD21HIloop, binds specifically to CD21-positive cells and results in enhanced expression of the transgene in these cells and reduced expression in CD21-negative cells. Viral infection is highly correlated with the presence of CD21 receptors. Taken together, these results demonstrate that HAdV5-CD21HIloop is able to transduce CD21-positive cells specifically with reduced infection of nontarget cells. This is the result of the maintenance of the intracellular trafficking of the genetically modified adenovirus without vesicular retention, leading to enhanced nuclear transfer.